
Trek10 serverless CI/CD pipeline 
foundation on AWS

Benefits
 ■ Drive serverless adoption by implementing a CI/CD pipeline that 

helps eliminate barriers to adoption

 ■ Implement a CI/CD pipeline that helps you build serverless 
applications with DevOps best practices

 ■ Enable your teams to build applications faster by automating 
AWS Lambda-ready builds and deployments

 ■ Leverage dynamic pipelines that test code automatically, so your 
teams can deploy and test serverless application simultaneously

 ■ Remain secure with built-in security best practices, such as role-
based security, and manual approval

Kickoff workshop to discover requirements and 
participate in initial architecture guidance and 
other light serverless training

Development of CI/CD customization

Delivery of code and documentation along with 
live training (can be remote or onsite)

Deployment into customer AWS account (optional)

Key activities

Customer contribution
 ■ Participation in kickoff workshop to outline requirements 

 ■ If this pipeline is being integrated with custom internal tools 
Trek10 will need access to those tools and relevant experts

 ■ Provide access to AWS account (optional, if Trek10 will deploy)

Accelerate serverless adoption with enterprise serverless CI/CD
The enterprise serverless CI/CD AWS Quick Start helps organizations get started with serverless 

adoption by deploying a basic CI/CD pipeline specifically geared for serverless application development. 
Trek10 can help you expand on that CI/CD pipeline, giving your teams the foundation they need to focus 

on building business-differentiating applications and services. 

2-12 weeks | Starting at $20,000 | Global

Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve your business 

needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS Partner Network (APN) Partners 

that have attained AWS Competency designations. Customer-ready solutions are 

based on architectures validated by AWS, include a combination of AWS services 

and APN Partner technologies, can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators 

like AWS Quick Starts, and feature optional consulting offerings provided by APN 

Partners, to accelerate your cloud transformation.

Solution Space

Trek10 is an APN Advanced Consulting Partner 

and AWS DevOps Competency Partner 

*AWS and partner funding available. Rules and restrictions apply.
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Get started

Visit the Trek10 offering on Solution Space 

https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000hbAllIAE&source=Solution%20Space
https://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/solutions/trek10-serverless-cicd-pipeline-foundation-on-aws/

